
People often say that motivation doesn't

last. Well, neither does bathing - that's

why we recommend it daily

Motivational 

Maps
An ISO-accredited bespoke tool of

self discovery

GIBUS
Consulting



Teams
Motivational maps can be used

for all individuals within a team

and provides an overall picture

of how motivated a team is. It

allows managers and leaders to

understand team dynamics,

improve communication and

productivity, reduce conflict

and empower team members

Individuals
A motivational map identifies

an individual's true motivators

on a deeper level. It helps an

individual understand what

drives them and thus improves

their awareness, focus and

performance

Organisations
Motivational maps can show

how well new and current

employees' motivators compare

with the values, mission and

vision of the organisation.

Understanding employees

improves staff retention and

revolutionises the recruitment

process by ensuring staff and

the organisation fit together

Who is it for?



Motivational maps provides a snapshot of 

an individual or team's current level of motivation.  

It gives an insight into what really drives them which is is critical for organisations to truly connect with

their people. 

It also allows for continuous measuring of motivators, because what motivates an individual now won't

necessarily motivate them in a year.  

Participants are scored against the below 9 profiles allowing for easy to digest and actionable data

What is it?



Each team member

completes their

individual map in 10 -15

minutes

Step 1

A team report is created

which demonstrates both

individual and team

motivators and measures

their levels of motivation

and engagement

Step 2

The results are then

analysed and presented

to you. We'll discuss the

results, in particular the

key areas of attention

and focus

Step 3

We produce a

suggestive course of

action for you to

implement or deliver a

series of coaching

sessions to achieve the

organisation's goals

Step 4

How do 

we do it?



Empowers managers and

leaders, providing them with

measurable data that can be

tracked. Removes the guesswork

in understanding their teams

Empowerment

Ensures you have the right

people in the right roles to

progress through the

organisation. Promotes organic

growth

Succession Planning

Improves team cohesion and

communication so that all are

focused on achieving aligned

objectives

Communication

Can be used as part of the

performance management

process. Helps to develop

bespoke reward strategies for

your people

Performance Management

Improves engagement.

Employees better understand

what motivates them and gives

them clarity and direction

Engagement

Improves the effectiveness of

the recruitment process. Creates

a more innovative way to screen

candidates and reduce potential

attrition

Recruitment

Benefits


